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AQstraet-Optimizing the thermal production of [2,3,4] or as a subproblem of the short term hydrothermal 
electricity in the short term in an integrated coordination problem, which includes the commitment of 
power when a unit thermal units [5,6]. The decoupled method followed by 
has been decided these papers consists in solving the hydro and thermal 
thermal generation in order to obtain the minimum subproblems separately, coordinating these decoupled 
thermal generation costs Over time period optimizations through a) the interchange of the marginal 
under study- Fundamental constraints to be prices of the hourly load demand (from the thermal 
satisfied are the coveriW Of kollrlY load subproblem to the hydro subproblem) and b) the hydro 
and satisfaction of spinning reserve requirements generation in each tirne period (from the hydro subp. 
and transmission capacity limits. A nonlinear to the thermal subp.). In order to solve the hydro network flow linear side constrailits subproblems through efficient linear network flow codes, 
with no decomposition into and thermal hydrogeneration , which appears in the objective function 

coordinating llydro 

subproblems Was used to solve the hYdrot1lerl1lal of the hydro subproblems, is usually a proximated as 
scheduling. Hydrogeneration iS linearized with a linear function of the discharges [2,3!, or both the 
respect to network variables and a llovel thermal discharges and stored water 51 . Quadratic [6] and fully 
generation and transmission network is introduced. nonlinear formulation [7] of t 6 e hydrogeneration has also 

KeywordpHydrothermal Sche&1ling, Short,-Term Oper- a set Of independent thermal economic dispatch problem if 
sting Planning, Spinning Reserve, Electricity Generation, the transmission network is not considered [5,6i, Or as a set 

Computational results are reported. been reported. The thermal subproblem is usually posed as 

of independent optimal power flow problems, either with 
a dc [3,4,7,! or ac [9] approach. The thermal generation 
and power ows are optimized with a fixed value of the I. INTRODUCTION hydrogeneration that corresponds to the optimal solution 

Short-term hydrothermal coordination is one of the most of the 1 s t  hydro s1lbPrOblem- The models Proposed in 
important problems to be solved in the management, of [2,3,4,6,71 take into account the load demands but neglect 
a power utility when hydroelectric plants are a part. of the spinning reserve, which is included in [SI 
the power system. The solution sought, indicates how AttemPtds to solve the hydro and thermal Problems 
to distribute the hytlroelectric generation (cost-free) in together are limited. In 191 a coupled 11-10del with an ac 
each reservoir of the reservoir system and how to allocate OPF solution and a very simplified modeling Of the hydro 
generation to thermal units committed to operating over systaem has been reported. 
a short period of time (e.g. two days) so that the fuel in previous works has 
expenditure during the periotl is minimized. In short- to assume hydrogeneration values (to define constraints 
term hydrothermal coortlinat,ion tile loatl at limits) for the thermal minimization and marginal prices 
each hourly interval must be met, and a spinning reserve of t h e m d  ~roduction for hydro optimization. Since 
requirement to account for failures or loat1 precliction both Wrogenerations and marginal prices of thermal 
errors must be satisfied. These load ancl spinning raerve generation have unknown values at the optimizer, many 
constraints tie up hydro and thermal generat,ion. AS 11811a1, solutions to the llndecoupled problems will be needed until 
the short term period (of 24 t,o 168 ~lollrs) is s l l ~ c ~ i v i t l e ~ ~  convergence, which is a clear disadvantage with respect to 
into smaller time int,ervals (of 1 to 4 hours) for which data 
are determined and variables are optimized. 

most 
widely used tool for solving t,his problem. The lit,erat,llre 
on short-term hydrothermal optimization ant1 coortliiiat,ion 
through network flows is rich [1,10]. The short-term 
hydrothermal schetlllling problem 11% been researched 
intensively during recent. years, either as the main 1)roblem 

Nonlinear Network Optimization, Side Constraints 

The decoupled procedure 

In a recent work by the authors 111 the network model 
optimizai 

tion was extended to include thermal units in an undecou- 
€'led way, imposing sing1e load and 'pinning con- 
straints on both hydro and thermal generators and directly 
minimizing thermal production costs without decoupling 
the problem into hydro and thermal subproblems. When 
constraints are added to limit generation to pre-specified 
margins at each interval, or to satisfy a given spinning 
reserve requirement, pure network flow algorithms are no 
longer applicable. However if these constraints are lin- 
earized, efficient specialised algorithms for optimizing net- 
work flows with linear side constraints can be employed 
[12,13]. 

A specialised nonlinear network flow optimization pro- 
gram with linear side constraints [13] was used to imple- 
ment the model put forward, and the computational re- 
sults obtained are reported and compared with the solu- 
tion provided by a general purpose nonlinear constrained 
optimization code [15] for the same problem with exact 
nonlinear hytlrogeneration. The linearization of hydrogen- 
eration in terms of the network variables (initial and final 

untlecoupled 

Network flow techniqnes have come t,o be llsI1ally employed for short-term hy 
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volumes and discharges at each reservoir) in order to  have 
linear side constraints has proved to yield an acceptable 
accuracy well within the load prediction errors and with a 
drastic reduction of execut,ion time. 

Transmission constraints ancl losses can also be taken 
into account through network flow tsechniques [ lo]  . In this 
work they have been integrated into the thermal network 
developed in [ l l ]  . 

The undecoupled solution to the short term hydrother- 
mal coordination, taking into account a dc transmission 
network model, is nothing but a multi-interval dc opti- 
mum hydrothermal power flow, where the coupling effects 
of hydrogeneration over successive intervals are rigorously 
taken into account and optimized. The classical optimiim 
power flow for a given interval finds values for thermal ancl 
for hydrogeneration but requires an “estimated value” of 
hydrogeneration determined beforehand, and it is not easy 
to choose values of hydrogeneration over successive inter- 
vals so that hydrovariables such as volumes antl discharges 
in reservoir systems are all within limits antl match natu- 
ral inflows. With the undecoupletl hydrothermal network 
model proposed this problem can be readily solved. 

11. SHORT-TERM HYDROGENERATION OPTIMIZATION 
THROUGH NETWORK FLOWS 

Fig. 1 represents the well known “replicatsed” network 
[ l ]  through which the temporary evolution of t,lie reservoir 
system is modeled. In Fig. 1 variables (t and st stand 
respectively for the discharge antl spillage of reservoir k at 
time interval i ,  variable up-’ is the voliime of reservoir k at, 
the beginning of the ith interval antl variable vf represents 
the volume of the same reservoir at, the end of the interval, 
after releasing the discharge (1: antl the spill st. The 
balance equation of the kth reservoir at, the it” interval 

where a! is the natural inflow over t3he interval in the kth 
reservoir. 

Network flow algorithms can model any configuration of 
cascaded hydro stations along branched rivers antl water 
transport delays between successive stations. To simplify 
notation and figures, delays have been omitted in the 
formulation presented antl the t2rrms and st-l in the 
balance equat,ion (1) represent. summations of the discharge 
and spill flows of all upperstream neighboring plants. 

The initial and final volumes at, each reservoir at, each 
interval and the discharges and spillages at, each reservoir 
over the different intervals will be referred to as the 
“hydro variables” for they are the flows on the arcs of the 
replicated hydro network of Fig. 1. 

3 +++ ... ... 

... 

k=1  i=l  

Fig. 1 Replicated network of Nr hydrostations and Ni intervals 

A. Hydrogen era tion Function 
In a reservoir system, if the kth reservoir is of variable 

head we can compute its generation over the Ph interval 
as: 

Hf = I r p k ( i h k ( i J k ( i  (2) 
where p is the mechanical to electrical energy conversion 
constant and p k ( i  is the efficiency of the hth reservoir, h k ( i  

is its equivalent head and d k ( ’  its discharge over the ith 
interval. Water head is related to the network variables 
through a function that gives reservoir head h for stored 
volume U .  In the work reported this has been done with a 
third degree polynomial: 

where S ( k ,  S l k ,  Sqk and S& are the basic, linear, quadratic 
and cubic shape coefficients of the kth reservoir. The 
equivalent head of the kth reservoir at the ith interval can 
be put in terms of the initial and final volume at the ith 
interval 2)k(i-1 ancl 2)k(i : 

3 / A \  

h k  = Sbk + SlkUk  + Sqkuk’  + s c k v k 3  (3) 

h f  = s ( k  + j ( V k  Slk (i-1 f U t )  + *(2)t - Uf- ’ ) ’  

The efficiency p k ( i  changes with water head and dis- 
charge (due to  tail-race elevation and other mechanical 
reasons). It has been modelled as a quadratic function: 

P t  = PE0 + P k h h f  + p k d d f  + P k h d h k  w+ k 
(5 )  

P k h h ( h : ) ’  + p k d d ( d f ) ’  

where p k 0 ,  P k h ,  P k d ,  P k h d ,  P k h h  and P k d d  are efficiency 
coefficients that must be estimated beforehand. So hf is 
thus modeled as a high order polynomial function of the 
hydro variables U!-’, uf  and 4. The hydrogeneration 
function described is more elaborate than is normal in 
hydrothermal scheduling [2 ,  3, 61 but it leads to  a better 
linearization which produces generation values closer to 
the real ones, and it does not involve significant extra 
computation time. 

I 
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Assuming that there are Nr reservoirs, the total 
hydrogeneration over the ith interval would be: 

NV 

B. Hydrogeneration Linearization 
Load and spinning reserve constraints will have to be im- 

posed in the optimization process on the total hydrogenera- 
tion of each interval. Although these const.raints are linear 
on Hr they are nonlinear on the hydro variables. In order 
to ease the optimization effort, these nonlinear constraints 
are approximated by a linear function of the network vari- 
ables so that the load and spinning reserve constraints are 
linear. The linearization used here for H f  is the.one de- 
rived from the first order Taylor's series expansion about a 

an expression such as 
former feasible point, (w,, ( i -1 , wFk ( i  and d,,), ( i  which will give 

where At, is the independent, term and Av(i- l ) , ,  and 
Af are respectively the linear coefficients of the network 
variables vk , w, and dg. The analytkal expression of 
the independent term and of the linear coefficients are easy 
(though cumbersome) to derive and are given in [ll] . 

The precision of the linearization described can be 
judged from the results presented in Sect%ions VI11 and IX, 
where the linearized hydrogeneration resultas shown satisfy 
that the sum of thermal generation plus all linearized 
hydro for a given int#erval is always within a f l . 5 %  margin 
about the interval's load, which is quite acceptable given 
the normal errors in short-term hourly laad prediction. 
This precision will not normally be attained witeh the 
first linearization about a feasible point, but just, a 
few linearizations will usually suffice (see Table I1 . The 
error incurred in the linearization is measured a ter an 
optimum has been obtained. Should the error be above 
a predetermined tolerance (e.g. 2.0% of interval's load), a 
relinearization about the optimum volumes antl discharges 
would be carried out and the problem is t,hen solved again. 
C. Spinning reserve of hydrogeneration 

The expression of the linearized incremental spinning 
reserve of hydro units (the amount, by whicli the current, 
generation can be increased) in the ith interval would be 

(i-1 (i 

would represent, the maximum hydropower of the kth 
reservoir over the ith interval. This maximum generation 
depends on the actual initial antl final volumes vy-' and 
vf , but in the work reported here it, has been precalculated 
using values vf;' and v f ,  corresponding to a previous 
feasible point. 

The total (linearized) hydrogeneration in the ith int,erval 

as the decremental (linearized) hydro spiiiiiing reserve 
(amount by which the current, generation ran be tlecreased) 
in the interval. 

Both the hydro incremental antl decrementd spinning 
reserve are assumed to be available wit,liiii a short, 
(relatively to that of a tliermal unit) time lapse 

E::", [A!, +A!(i-ll,vf-l +A!: ( i )E~k ( i  +A,i,d,] (i ( i  can be taken 

111. VARIABLES ASSOCIATED TO THE GENERATION 
OF A THERMAL UNIT 

Let Pi be the power output of the jth thermal unit and 
let F, and Ej be its upper and lower operating limits. 

-3 P .  5 Pj g j  (8) 
The incremental spinning reserve (ISR) r I j  of unit "j" 

is the amount of power by which the current eneration Pj 

possible ISR TI ,  of the jth unit is the product of the 
incremental power rate (MW/min) and the minutes of the 
specified time lapse. Similarly, the decremental spinning 
reserve DSR) r D j  of the jth unit is the amount of power 
by whic h one can decrease the current power output Pj 
within a pre-determined time lapse. Its maximum value 
will be represented by F D j .  The ER rIj and the DSR rDj 
of the jth unit can be expressed as: 

can be increased within a given time lapse. 3% e maximum 

r I j  = min{r;rj, Fj - P,} 
' D j  = min{FDj , Pj - E j }  

(9) 
(10) 

which is represented by the thick line of Fig. 2a) and 2b 

of the j t h  unit versus its power output is given. 

there is a power gap gr j  2 0 from the ISR rI .  to Fj - 
and also a power gap g D j  2 0 between the dSR PDj an 
Pj - zj so that : 

where a graphical representation of the ISR and the DS d 

pi 
At power Pj we have an ISR r I j  and a DSR r D j ,  and 

- 
rrj + gr j  = Pj - Pj . (11) 

rDj + g D j  = pj - E ,  (12) 
A. Network Model of a Single Thermal Unit Generation 

and its Spinning Reserve 
The generation of a thermal unit, its ISR and DSR, 

the associated power gaps, and its operating limits lend 
t,hemselves well to being modeled through network flows. 
Fig. 2c) and also Fig. 3 show the directed graph having 
the variables described as flows on its arcs [Ill . 

Node A has a power injection of Fj - Lj,  which is 
collected at the sink node S. From the balance equations at 
nodes B and C, equations 11) and (12 are satisfied. Arcs 

power gap g r j  and ISR rrj respectively, and an upper limit 
of F I j  on arc cy must be imposed to prevent the reserve from 
getting over its limit. From Fig. 2a) and 2b) it is clear that 
rIj and its gap g I .  must be such that, for a given value of 
Pj,  rrj takes the highest - value compatible with r I j  < F I j  
and with r ~ j  + = Pi  - Pj . To assure that flows on arcs 
LY and p satisfy tiis, it, wolud be enough to place a small 
positive wei hing cost on the flow of arc p while arc a has 
zero cost. t h e  flow Pj - from node A to node C is 
associated to the eneration cost. 

A network rnoiel to represent (9-12) is preferable to 
extra linear constraints because the efficiency of network 
codes is higher than that of general purpose linear 
constraint codes. 

In fact the arc going from node A to node B in Fig. 2c) 
is useless and can be eliminated as in Fig. 3 (since the 
flow on arc LY plus that on arc p will amount to Fj - P d .  
The same happens to be so for the arc going from no e 
A to node C, which can also be suppressed. However a 
(generally nonlinear) cost function of its flow Pj - Ej will 
have to be optimized, but it suffices to  optimize the same 
function of the sum of flows on arcs 7 and 5 .  The simplified 
thermal network of Fig. 3 can thus be employed. Only for 
explanatory purposes the notation Pj - E j ,  equivalent to 
r D j  + y ~ j ,  will be maintained. 

LY and p, both from node B to the sin k node S, carry the 
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. -  
...... Pj  - Pj 

p .  - p .  .:” 
I -1::’ 

I- Pj -ej 
Fig. 2. a) Incremental Spinning Reserve (ISR) function of the jth 

b) Decremental Spinning Reserve (DSFL) function of the jth 

c) Thermal network for the j t l l  thermal unit iiiclicating limits 

thermal unit 

thermal unit 

on arcs C y  and 

t F j  - ej 

............ ........... 

t- Pj  - ej 
Fig. 3 Equivalent thermal network for the j t ”  thermal unit supressing 

nodes B and C and intlicating limits on arcs U aid  7. 

Although there is no guarantee that, the flows on arcs 
7 and 6 are such that flow on arc 6 is as low as possible, 
it is clear that flow T D ~  on y will always come to be as 
high as required to  satisfy the minimum DSR constraints 
imposed. In any case once the optimization is over, the 
flows on arcs 7 and 6 can be redist,ribntetl so that, T D ~  is 
as big as possible with no chaiige in the objective funct,ion 
value. 

B. Network Representation of the Ensemble of Thermal 
Units (Without Transmission Network) 

The model just described for one generator can be 
extended to all committed thermal units at a given interval 
“2’. A single network will represent the generation, ISR, 
DSR and power gaps of all committed units. The networks. 
of each single unit can share the sink node S as in Fig. 
4, so the output flow in S is &=l(Pj - E j )  (It can be 
- assumed that for an uncommitted unit at the ith interval 

The network described would correspond to the thermal 
generation and spinning reserve for a single interval “i”, 
and will be referred to as therm.net “i”. One such network, 
connected to a single sink node S, must be considered 
for each interval .The network balance constraints to be 
satisfied are: 

N u  - 

Pj = Pii = Ej = 0.) 

Nu N u  

~ ( T C  + g l j ( ’  + r g j  + go$’) = x ( F j  - ej) 
j = 1  j = 1  

(14) 

where the equations correspond to the balance of flow at 
each node of therm.net ”i” . 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Fig. 4 Network of thermal generation in the ith interval. 

I v .  NETWORK REPRESENTATION OF THE ENSEMBLE 
OF THERMAL UNITS,  HYDROGENERATION 

AND TRANSMISSION NETWORK 
Transmission lines with known characteristics and a 

maximum capacity connect generating units among them- 
selves and to other (load or generating) nodes. The inclu- 
sion of the transmission network accounts for transmission 
limits, which may play an important part in shaping the 
thermal and hydrogeneration at some intervals. 

In what follows it will be shown that it is possible to 
combine the equivalent network of each thermal unit and 
a dc model of the transmission network, which take power 
from 11 dro and thermal generating stations to  the load 
nodes i o ]  , into a generation plus‘ transmission network 
that ensures the satisfaction of load and transmission 
capacity limits, and where Kirchhoff’s current law is 
satisfieti. Kirchhoff’s voltage law will also be imposed via 
linear side constraints on the flows of this network 10 . 
in  Fig. 5.). It, can be noticed that if Ej is injected in 

Node S of Fig. 3 can be split into nodes T an !id as 

http://therm.net
http://therm.net


&-E p f , = ~ j ( i  j = 1 ,  ..., N U ’  
( E  ,/)€U: ( k  ,/)€U; 

I 
I It,tierm-t,rans.net, T 1 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l  &-E p f l = G y  j = l ,  ..., Ng 

Fig. 5. a) Thermal network for the jth thermal unit showlng node U 

b) Thermal network of ensemble of therm4 units and connection 
(k , / )EG: (k , / )EG;  with power output 

to transmission network E &-E & L y  j = l ,  ..., N l  
( k  ,[)E .CJ ( k  ,/)EL: 

node U,  the outcome of this node will be just Pj, which is 
the generation of the jth thermal unit. The generations of 
thermal units thus obtained can be fed into a t*ransmission 
network as in Fig. 5b), where the generation of single 

& - &I = j = ‘3 . - 1  N t  
( k , i ) q +  ( k , l ) € 7 ;  

(i reservoirs or of one or more reservoir systems mmt. also -Bk l  i Y k /  5 Bk1  v(k,  I )  4 

+ i = l , . . . , N i  

http://It,tierm-t,rans.net
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as z k l p k l .  Thus the expression of Kirchhoff’s voltage law 
is : 

ZkIpkI  = o for all basic loopsj (18) 

There would be no need of a load-covering constraint 
because, with the extended network, specific load nodes 
would receive their share of the t,otal load and specific 
generation nodes would feed the optimized amount of 
generated power of its unit. The network of Fig. 5b) will 
be referred to as therm-tram.net ‘5’’. 

V. HYDRO-THERMAL-TRANSMISSION 
EXTENDED NETWORK (HTTEN) 

All the variables taking part in the short-term hydro- 
thermal scheduling are flows on arcs of a single net- 
work such as that in Fig. 6, called the Hydro-TJiermnl- 
Zlansmissiori Extended Network (HTTEN). A unique sink 
node S collects all the balance water C z ,  (it + 
C:L,(vp - vk ) plus the power supplied to the thermal 
networks xy21(Fj - Ej) for the case without trans- 

Ni Nu - mission and cj=, Pj for the case with transmission. 
There is no problem in having a common sink node for the 
replicated hydro network and for the t,hermal network of 
each interval because each network is balanced in its own 
flow. Moreover, all nodes belonging to the hydro network 
tied to  the sink send flow to it+ and this is so too for the ther- 
mal network without transmission. For a thermal network 
with transmission the only nodes receiving flow from the 
sink are nodes Gj (j=l,. . . , N g ) ,  which receive the pseudo- 
hydrogenerations GT (j=l,. . . , N g ,  k l , .  . . , N i ) ,  buts each 
of these flows is determined through a side c.onstmint, (15). 

k,lcloopj 

(Ni 

It should be stressed that the fact of using a common 
sink mode is just a means to reduce the number of 
balance equality constraints, but i t  does nor entail that the 
hydro optimization problem and the thermal optimization 
problem are coupled. What couples the two problems is 
the fact that their variables are optimized at the same 
time with respect to  a unique objective function and, moat 
important, subject to common spinning reserve and load 
constraints where hydro and thermal variables take part. 

VI. GENERATION COST OF THERMAL UNITS AND 
LOSSES IN THE TRANSMISSION NETWORK 

The production cost of the jth thermal unit over the ith 
interval, expressed as a second order polynomial with a 
linear and a quadratic cost coefficient cij and Cqj would 
be clj Pji + C~~(P, ! ’ )~ ,  which in terms of the network flow 

P F - ~ ,  = TDj+gDj is (clj + 2 ~ q , ~ j ) ( ~ ~ - ~ j ) + c q j ( ~ j ~ -  
ej)’ +(crjej +~~jl’~’). The last parenthesis is of constant 
terms and can be excluded from the minimization. So the 
expression to be minimized is: (clj + 2cqjEj)(rgj + ggj) + 
cqj(rgj+ggj)’. Thus the thermal part of the cost function 
(corresponding to the ith interval) to be minimized can be 
expressed as: 

Nu 
minC[(crj + 2cqjej)(Pgj + ggj) + cqj(r$j + ggj)’] (19) 

j=1  

When the equivalent network model of Section IV 
is considered, the transmission network model is a dc 
approach and losses are not included in the generation 
injected. Power losses can be evaluated and added to the 
objective function to be minimized. p f l  being the p.u. 
value of power flow on the arc from node k to  node 1 
at, the ith interval, r k l  being the p.u. resistence of the 
transmission line corresponding to the arc, the losses on 
that line are rk1(pF,J2, and di being a price given to the 
losses over the ith interval, the term to be added to the 
objective function would be: 

Ni 

i=l k,f€T.N.  

where T.N. is the set of pairs of nodes that are the ends of 
all transmission lines. 

VII. UNDECOUPLED NETWORK FORMULATION OF 
THE HYDRO-THERMAL SCHEDULING 

A. Oijjective Function. 
The objective function to be minimized is either 

N i  Nu 

m i n C { C [ ( c I j  + 2 C q j ~ j ) ( p j ~  - ~ j )  + C q j ( p j i  - ~ j ) ’ ] }  
i=l j = 1  

(21) 
without transmission network, or 

Ni Nu 

... ... 

... ... 

k,&T.N. 

with transmission network, where the last term corre- 
sponds to the evaluation of the losses. 

http://therm-tram.net
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B. Network Constraints. 

variables are 
The network constraints for hydro-variables and thermal 

The balance network constraints for the transmission 
network are those expressed in (17). The balance equation 
at the sink node S when no transmission network is 
considered would be: 

N i  Ntl 

/qc\ i = l  j = 1  
N i  N r  N r  N U  \‘JI 

C(c a t  + C(v? - V L N i )  + C(Fj - E j ) }  
i = l  k = l  k = l  j = 1  

and should the transmission network be included the 
balance at S would be: 

i = l  k = l  k = l  

(26) 
Upper and lower limits, which are zero for most, of the 

They are taken into variables, exist for all the flows. 
account by the specialised network codes. 
C. Load and Spinning Reserve Couplirig Constraints. 

Side constraints [12] (i.e.: constmints on the flows on 
the arcs different from the flow balance equations at each 
node) can be imposed and can be dealt, with efficiently in 
specific network flow optimization methotls [12,13]. Such 
side constraints could be a load c.onstraint, so tliat, (at 
each interval) a given load L is met, by the thermal units 
plus hydro units outfpiita, antl minimum ISR anti DSR 
requirements RI and RD to be satisfied. 

If no transmission network is consitleretl, it, is necessary 
to add up the minimum power output, fi of t(herma1 unit, 
j over the ith interval to the slim of flows rgj+!ggj = 
Pj”+Fj to get Pji. Thus the constraints to ensure that 
load L(’ is met at the ith interval can be cast, as 

N r  

k= l  j = 1  

(27) 
Should a transmission network be considered through 

the equivalent thermal plus tmnsmission network pre- 
sented Section IV, there is no need for a specific load con- 
straint as 27 because the transmission network balance 
equations U 17 ensure the satisfaction of load at, each in- 
terval. Instead, the hydrogeneration side constmints (15) 
and Kirchhoff’s voltage law side constraints (18) must, be 
imposed. 

The satisfaction of t,he incremental antl decremental 
spinning reserve requirements at, eacli int(erva.1: 

N u  N r  

I j = 1  k = l  

) i  =l,. . ., Ni 

j = 1  k=1 ) 

These load and ISR and DSR constraints constitute the 
coupling between the hydro and the thermal network of 
each interval. The replicated hydro network involves a 
coupling between the hydro and the thermal variables of 
all intervals. 
VIII. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND CASE EXAMPLE 

The network model put forward has been implemented 
to solve hydrothermal scheduling problems. The code 
used, NOXCB 141 , is a specialised nonlinear network flow 
program with I inear side constraints. The code has been 
developed in Fortran 77 and has been used to solve the set 
of case examples described in Table I on a Sun Sparc 10/41 
workstation. 

Case examples of type A (problems A24, A48, and A168) 
correspond to reservoir system 1 of Tables I11 to V. Case 
examples of type B (problems B48 and B168) correspond 
to a composite reservoir system made of reservoir systems 1 
antl 2 of Tables I11 to V. Cases A and B have the thermal 
power system of Table VI. Problems A24 to B168 have 
been solved without transmission network while problems 
B48x antl B 168x consider the 5-bus 6-line transmission 
network described in Fig.8 and Table VII. Case examples 
of type C correspond to a bigger power system whose data 
are not included in this paper, but which can be made 
available upon request. 

Table I : Case examples 

Figs. 7, 9 and 10 illustrate the results of case example 
B48x. There are 3 cascaded reservoirs in each reservoir 
system ( N r  = 2 x 3 = 6), which will be referred to as 
“upper” , “mitltlle” and “lower” reservoir, 4 thermal units 
(Nu=4), a 5-bus ( N 6  = 5) 6-line Nrn = 6) transmission 
network with two load busses (N = 2 , two basic loops 
arid 48 onehour intervals (Ni=48). l b  T ermal units T h l  
and Th2 are connected to  the same bus and so are Th3 
and Th4. The hydrogeneration of the composite reservoir 
system is injected to another bus. The resulting HTTEN 
has 2256 arcs (variables), 697 nodes (network balance 
eqiiat.ions) and 48 x (3 + 2) = 240 side constraints. 
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Fig. 7 Atteintment of load at the optimal solution of case B48x. 

L(' 
1 

Gl A 
Fig. 8 Transmission network of case B48x. 

Thermal unit, T h l  is uncommitetl from intervals 2 
through 7, from intervals 25 through 41 antl at inter- 
vals 47 and 48. Thermal mi t s  Th2, Th3 and T114 are 
operating throughout the entire period. The ISR con- 
straint considered is a 7 minute one antl its requirement 
is RI =450 MW for all intervals. A 5 minute DSR con- 
straint has been considered for eac.h interval. The DSR re- 
quirements considered were 15% of interval forecasted load, 
(thus R$ = .15 x (Ly + Lg)) .  Initial antl final volumes of 
reservoirs are the same antl correspond to 3/4 of the max- 

except for the lower reservoir of reservoir system 2, w1iic.h 
imum volume ( v p  = 3/4vk, vy 2 3 / 4 ~ h ,  = 1 ,. . . ,5), 

is held fixed to  maximum volume ( I > :  = vk, t/ i). 
The first point employed to compute the hydro lineariza- 

tion coefficients and the maximum hydrogenerations (to be 
used in the ISR constraints) corresponds to constant maxi- 
mum volumes with discharges that. maximize hitlrogenera- 
tion. The optimum obtained after three linearizations has 
a mismatch of linearized to exact hytlrogeneration below 
1.3% of interval load, that is : 

The load constraints (see Fig. 7) are thus matched with 
a maximum error of 1.3% of forecast, load (at, interval 
4) and the ISR and DSR constraints are satisfied (see 
Fig. 9 and 10).The total time reqniretl was 49.5s of CPU 
time. It must, be stressed that. tlie high value of the 

IHf - H&I 5 0.013(Ly + Lf)  i = 1,.  . . , N i  
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thermal unit T h l  bein uncommited. The ISR constraint 

from intervals 24 through 41, and at intervals 2) 8, 20 and 
21. The transmission capacity limit of line Ins 18 active at  
intervals 12, 13, 17 and 22. 

is active at intervals 7, f 1,12 and 48 while the DSR is active 

ISR (Mw) 

I I I I I I I I I 

~ 

hydrogeneration during intervals 2 throcgh 7 is clue to compared to those obtained us& the NOXCB code 

1 I I I I 1 I I I I 
0 

Fig. 9 Incremental reserve at the optimal solution of case B48x. 

Fig. 10 Decremental reserve at the optimal solution of case B4Sx. 

I x .  RESULTS OBTAINED USING A GENERAL PURPOSE 
NONLINEAR CODE 

The eneral purpose nonlinear optimization code MI- 
NOS 5.9 fi15,16] has been used to solve the same test prob- 
lem. A c ange introduced in the formulation when using 
the MINOS code has been not to linearize hydrogeneration 
so that the genuine hydrogeneration H f  = ppk(ihk(idk(i 
taking into account (3) and (5) is employed instead of 
$k + ~ y ( ~ - ~ ) ~ v t - ~  + ~ y ( ~ ) , v f  + ~ $ ~ g g  in (27) and (28). 

The results obtained are shown in Table 11, where 
the solution values and the commtation times can be 

I 
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Rea.s.1 

Upper 

linearizing hydrogenerations. The purpose of Table I1 is 
not to  compare the efficiency of the two codes, because 
NOXCB and MINOS are here used to solve different 
formulations of the same problem. Instead, Table I1 can 
be used to evaluate the suitability (with respect to CPU 
time and solution precision) of using an approximated 
linear formulation, which leads to faster execution times 
and realistic values of the cost function, but which gives 
solutions that admit a violation of load and reserve 
constraints up to the maximum generation error fixed by 
the user. 

Table I1 : Computational results 

Po Phd p h  
Pd Phh Pdd 

0.22762 lo-' 0.45 1 0 - ~  -21311 .. 

Middle d l  

Middle d? 

A168 I 51.4% I 3 I 623.6 I 6530.7 I 361.82 I 362.16 
B48 I 50.9% I 3 I 31.2 I 614.3 I 123.07 I 123.19 

0.9329 - 2 9  10-s -0.4 10-4 
0.4747001 0.8467 lo-' 0.2097465 10'' 

0.4870272 -.1577 0.179933710" 
0.1784916 -.36667810-' -.6605 lo-' 

~ 

B168 I 51.5% I 2 1338.2 16667.8 1361.311 I 361.62 
B48x I 51.3% I 3 I 49.5 I 394.1 I 132.15 I 132.34 

Lower 
0.2043037 1 - 2 4 1  173 10" --.4698 10" 

0.1631482 lo-' -0.337316010'' -0.275S72010-s 
0.4375 -0.9919000 lo-' 0.187087710-' 

A. Noncovexity of the Constrairits. 
The formulation proposed for the problem, with lin- 

earized hydrogeneration, is that of minimizing (21) or (22) 
subject to only linear constraints. However, when a non- 
linear hydrogeneration function is considered, as has been 
done with MINOS, some of the constraints are nonlinear 
and some of them are not convex. (It, can be noticed in 
(28) that the ISR requirement, has -Hf in it, whereas the 
DSR requirement has +Hf so that, one or the other is 
nonconvex). In spite of this the compiitational experience 
shows that the effects of nonconvexity are not, important, 
as the results obtained with the specialised network code 
NOXCB, with a convexified problem, very much resemble 
those obtained with the general code MINOS with the real 
nonconvex problem. 

Problem 
ident. 

A24 
A48 

max. no. of CPU ( 8 )  Cost (10"Pts) 

50.7% 3 14.7 38.7 73.10 73.15 
51.1% 3 39.2 219.6 124.23 124.39 

gen. err. linear. NO. MI. NO. MI. 

B168x I 51.4% I 2 I 638.4 I 4963.2 

Middle 12.0 0.1169998 -.1938173111-5 ll.3ll96786 10-" 
Lower 79.0 ( ~ . ~ I O I I ~ I I ~ ~ ~ I I  0 . l l  O.(l 

384.40 I 384.64 P 

(MW) 
T h l  160.0 

80.0 
Th2 350.0 

ino.0 
Th3 350.0 

100.0 
Th4 360.0 

100.0 

Unit 
Incr. rate Production cost 
Decr. rate CI (Pts/MWh) 

(MW/min) Cq (Prs/(MWh)a) 
3.5 2121.5168 

9.639808 3.5 
8.0 3173.0382 
8.0 0.833415 
8.0 3228.7386 
8.0 0.848045 
8.0 3152.0982 
8.0 0.827915 

Line 
In1 

Res.s.1 1 :l I 5 1 ;:d 
Upper 0.113 0.128231010-4 0.988461610'a 

Middle 0.4375 -0.9919000 lo-' '0.187087710" 

Lower 0.2695 0.0 

0.1646975 10'' -0.7491900 io-4 -0.749i900io-~ 

0.1631482 lo-' -0.3373160 lo-' -0.275372010-' 

R X Capacity 
kV krn ( a / k m )  ( a / k m )  (A) 
230 108.79 0.088 0.4664 900 

I 0.768526210-' I 0.0 I -0.225862810-a 

Res.S.1 

Res.S.2 

Upper 
Middle 
Lower 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

- 
If. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
16 - 

Max./Miu. Nat. Num. Max. 
vol. inflow of diach. 

(Hm') (rn'/s) discli. (m"/s) 
1340.0 / 0. 25.0 2 320.0 
136.0 / 0. 10.0 2 440.11 
16(i.(i / ri. 6.0 2 8 l l . I l  
364.0 / 0. 2.6 2 6ll.Il 
160.0 / 0. 2.o 2 4l1.0 
2.0 / 2.0 1.11 2 2o.o 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

Table VI1 : aansmission line data 

391.98 235.18 
427.12 256.27 
443.26 265.95 
440.70 264.42 
431.87 259.12 
424.89 254.93 
412.90 247.74 
405.59 243.35 
397.02 238.21 
395.17 237.10 
401.96 241.17 
431.16 258.69 
516.21 909.72 
525.30 315.18 
490.53 294.32 

h.s.1 
. 

Res.S.2 

Upper 
Middle 

EI' 
(MW) - 
635.95 
493.68 
466.41 
458.61 
451.09 
463.79 
496.69 
564.06 
608.12 
646.08 
667.71 
674.67 

640.03 
614.09 
624.37 

667.78 

- 

b. head : hk = Sbb + SIkVk + S,blJk2 + s&vk3 
Sbk s1k S96 sck  
(m) (rn/Hrn") (rn/Hm") (rn/HmD) 

30.419 0.04169999 -.2248782 lo-' 0.6412981 lo-' 
19.00889 0.09b27949 -.2611463 lll-" 0.528149010-" 

1800 
900 
1800 
3600 
1800 - 

Table VIII : Forecasted load 

(MW) - 
3221.57 
296.21 
279.84 
273.97 
270.66 
272.27 
298.0 1 
332.43 
364.87 
387.64 
400.62 
404.74 
400.67 
384.01 
368.46 
374.62 

- 
AL 

17 
18 

' 19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
26 

27 
28 
29 

31 
32 - 

(MW) - 
629.41 
619.92 
601.10 
588.78 
605.89 
660.82 
626.52 
583.29 
477.32 
433.09 
399.44 
380.14 
369.64 
363.74 
363.93 
356.80 - 

JMW) 
377.65 
371.95 
360.66 
353.27 
363.53 
390.49 
375.91 
349.97 
286.39 
259.85 
239.66 
228.08 
221.78 
218.24 
218.35 
214.08 
7 



X. CONCLUSIONS 
An undecouplecl formulation of the optimal short-term 

hydro-thermal scheduling featuring a new thermal unit. 
network model has been presented arid tlemonstmted. The 
results obtained indicate that, the solution to this problem 
is possible and that, the computation resources required 
are moderate. The undecoupletl formulation is more 
advantageous than the decoupled one because a single 
optimization leads to the optimum and there is no need 
to repeat optimizations with updated e$imations of the 
Lagrange multipliers or of hytlrogenerations, which could 
not converge on the optimum of the problem. 

The linearization of hydrogeneration with respect to 
initial and final volume and discharge at each interval 
produces results of sufficient, accuracy and permih the 
use of specialised network flow codes, with linear side 
constraints, which are much more efficient than general 
purpose nonlinear optimizat>ion codes antl prove to be an 
excellent tool for hydrothermal scheduling. 
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